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Bethea Williams of Rivers High School won one of the two second prizes offered by the Charleston Federation Chapter in its poster contest. Two red foxes are shown outside their den.
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We don't know how many loaded firearms there
are in South Carolina homes today, resting in bureau
drawers or on shelves, or leaning in closets or corners.
But we do know that last year there were enough of
them to kill three children and wound ten others seriously-children who didn't know they were loaded,
or were too young to realize the danger of handling
a loaded gun.
Meanwhile seven children were killed and eight
wounded while hunting or "just fooling around in the
woods."
And during the first two months of 1957 two children were killed and four wounded by firearms :
The tragedy is that in practically every instance the
blame rests on some adult- either for having the gun
accessible to a child or for failing to properly warn
the child of the danger of handling firearms.
We don't know how these tragedies can be prevented by laws but we do know how they can be reduced by parents. First, if there are young children
in the house never leave a loaded gun where the children can reach it. (It would be best to never have a
loaded gun in the house but in some areas, particularly the rural ones, householders believe they need
one for protection from intruders.) Second, don't leave
guns and ammunition where children can load the
guns. Third, sternly instruct childrnn on the dangers
of guns and the cardinal rule-never let the muzzle
of a gun point at any thing you don't want to shoot.
Fourth, instruct them in safe gun-handling.
THE COVER

Charleston

Two young horned owls stare intently a t P hotograph er Gordon Brown, the
parents watching anxiously from nearby trees. Th e pair of adults took over this
osprey nest on M edway planta tion to r a ise th eir brood.
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If the farmer wishes, he can apply

A nice patch of bicolor fespedeza planted between the field and the forest may be eligible for benefits to
the landowner under the Soil Bank Plan .

Wildlife Gets A Break
Under Soil Bank Plan
By FRANK P. NELSON
Pittman-Robertson Coordinator

•

On the morning of February 5,
1957, county courthouses or other
buildings throughout the State housing
the local offices of Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committees
were deluged by lines of individuals
awaiting their turns to assign their
allotments of cotton, tobacco and
other commodity crops to the "Soil
Bank": In return for agreeing to abstain from planting their "acreage"
crops, either a portion or the entire
allotment, the applicant was compensated for the loss in income which
the acreage would normally have produced. In a number of counties the
funds available were quickly used up
and the remaining applicants waiting
to become a part of this new program
were turned away. Later, however,
funds were shifted from counties having a surplus to those in which the
funds for the acreage reserve were

2

exhausted so that most applicants
were able to participate.
It all began in 1956 when Congress
passed the Soil Bank Act as a means
of reducing the production of certain
commodity crops, thereby relieving
the sh·ained facilities necessary to
store the accumulated surpluses of
these crops. The economy of the nation would thus be improved and the
farmers would be benefitted by the
creation of better marketing conditions for their products.
Congress provided two programs
under the Soil Bank Act-the Acreage Reserve and the Conservation
Reserve. The former is designed
specifically to take out of further
production designated acres of the
commodity crops, including corn,
wheat, rice, cotton, peanuts and tobacco. Interested farmers may agree
to sign up all or part of their allotted
acreage for one-year periods and receive compensation in amounts pre-

for cost-sharing, for the establishment
of certain practices on the retired
land under the older Agricultural
Conservation Program already in existence in the county.
The Conservation Reserve, which
is the other broad division of the
Soil Bank Act, provides for the protection of soil, water, forests and
wildlife specifically by the establishment of certain prescribed practices.
Lands eligible for participation in this
phase of the act include cultivated
cropland and land in crops which do
not require continued cultivation such
as tame hay. Cropland used for grazing, acreage already assigned to the
Acreage Reserve and federally owned
lands are not eligible.
An applicant may participate in
both the Acreage Reserve and the
Conservation Reserve at the same
time, but not on the same land simultaneously.
Under the Conservation Reserve
Program are five categories of practices which the landowner may elect
to participate in: (1) establishing
permanent vegetative cover for soil
protection; (2) treating farm land to
permit the use of legumes and grasses
for soil improvement; (3) planting of
trees or shrubs; (4) building ponds,
pits or dams in order to protect cover
crops or for irrigation purposes, and
(5) protecting wildlife by cover,
water, and marsh management or by
dam and pond construction.
Details of the practices which an
individual may be interested in establishing on his land can be secured at
the County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee (A.S.C.)
office. All approved practices are
designated by alphabetical symbols
and in even more detailed breakdown
by number. All practices pertaining
directly to wildlife improvements are
designated G-1, G-2 or G-3, depending upon the type practice involved.
G-1 provides for the establishment of
cover specifically beneficial to wild(Continu ed on page 19)
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SOIL BANK
by C. W. Schwartz
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Applying the proper
combination of food,
cover, and water will
unlock the resources of
the soil bank for wildlife.
The combina_tion will vary depending upon the wildlife species,
the soil types, and the previous
land use history. The soil bank
saves up interest for agriculture in
the form of soil nutrients and at the
same time pays dividends in the
form of wildlife production.

Recommended soil bank crops, like Lodino
clover , greatly benefit the lond adding
nitrogen and other nutrients while al the
same time furnishing high quality food
for rabbits and other wildlife .

•

{

The soil bank plan offers alternatives that will help pro•
vide protective caver for wildlife in winter. Quail and
rabbits will especially benefit from soil improving crops .
Under the soil bank plan permitting restor.;tion of drained areas
to marshland, waterfowl and othe r wildl ife will benefit greatly .

~,:,1.~• '~

A by - product of reservoirs built to
protect the land from erosion can be fish
species, like channel cat, reared here for table
or restocking purposes.
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Wildlife, the land, and the
former w ill all profit from
cover plantings. Forest trees and special shrubs are available
from Conservation Commission nurseries.
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Here are four of the saltwater fish that are now found in Santee-Cooper, some of them

in great numbers.

Top left, mullet; top right, threadfin shad; bottom left, alewife herring; bottom right, gizzard shad.

Salt Water Fish Found
In Santee-Cooper Lakes
By BOB STEVENS
Project Leader, Santee-Cooper
Reservoir Study

•

Are there sharks in Santee-Cooper?
Dock operators frequently receive reports of sharks, pink elephants and
panthers which are seen by fishermen, sober or otherwise, in their
pursuit of our scaly friends. We can
neither confirm nor deny the presence
of panthers and pink elephants, but
sharks are a distinct possibility. As a
matter-of-fact, we have two very
authentic records of sharks being
caught in the Congaree River at
Columbia; and to get there they
would have had to pass through Santee-Cooper. One of these sharks, a
small hammerhead, is preserved at
the University of South Carolina
Biology Department.
About the only thing to stop a
shark or any other salt water fish from
moving from the ocean to Columbia
is Pinopolis Dam in Lake Moultrie.
At this point, however, any migrant
fish is obliged to wait until the navigation locks are operated before continuing upstream. It has become clear
in recent years to fish biologists that
salt water fish are not necessarily
restricted to the ocean. On the other
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hand, some of the best largemouth
bass fishing is found in brackish bays
and rivers near the coast. To make
matters more confused, we have the
anadromous fishes. Anadromous is a
fancy way of describing marine fish
which come into fresh water to
spawn. Herring, shad and salmon are
some of the familiar examples of this
class of fish.
A recent book on fishes entitled,
Guide to the Reptiles, Amphibians,
and Fresh-Water Fishes of Florida
by Carr and Goin, demonstrates very
well the extent to which marine fishes
enter fresh water in Florida. The
book lists 154 fishes of which at least
42 are considered as salt water
species, and the list includes everything from sting rays to flounders. The
authors justify the inclusion of these
fish in their book by the fact that they
are frequently taken in fresh water
by fishermen.
We don't have to go to Florida to
find such things, however, because
the Santee-Cooper reservoir has at
least seven kinds of salt water fish,
which are present in varying numbers. First and foremost, of course, is
the rockfish or striped bass which is
normally classified as an anadromous

fish and which is pursued with great
enthusiasm by salt water fishermen
from Maine to Florida. In SanteeCooper the rockfish has become landlocked and completes its life cycle
within the reservoir. It is in effect a
brand new fresh water fish, and has
been so successful in becoming established that fishermen take an estimated one-half million pounds a year
out of Lake Marion and Lake Moultrie alone.
Also present in smaller numbers
are the alewife herring, glut herring,
hickory shad, menhaden, mullet and
needlefish. All of these species are
landlocked in the reservoir, but not
enough information has been collected as yet to determine whether they
are established as residents or what
part they play in the total fish population of the lake.
Next to the rockfish, the needlefish
is probably the second most numerous salt water fish in the reservoir.
This fish looks for all the world like
a small fresh water gar fish and, as
a matter-of-fact, is known as "garfish"
among fishermen and bait dealers
around the lakes.
The needlefish is not related to the
gar in any way but is a member of
a relatively large family of salt water
fishes known as billfishes. It is used
extensively as bait for rockfish and is
present in large numbers around
Pinopolis Dam in the fall months.
The mullet is the same one that is
caught in nets and seines on the
coast. Its habit of making a series of
graceful leaps out of the water makes
it a familiar fish along coastal streams
and bays. A few mullet are taken by
fishermen on small worms and occasionally on "moss", which is the
local name for filimentous algae. It
is unknown whether the m u 11 e t
spawns in the reservoir.
Hickory shad are taken in numbers
during the spring of the year in the
diversion canal which connects the
two lakes, and they put up a wonderful fight when taken on light tackle.
No evidence of spawning has been
found to date.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE
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The herring are known to spawn in
the reservoir, as is evidenced by
young-of-the-year fish which frequent
the shallow areas. Stomach analysis
of about 240 rockfish showed that
herring are taken frequently by the
hungry stripers. Herring are caught
by fishermen around Pinopolis Dam

in the springtime, and widely used
as bait for rockfish.
The newest discovery in the reservoir is the menhaden, the same fish
which supports such a tremendous
oil and fertilizer industry along most
of the Atlantic coast. This fish has
been taken in nets several times in

Magazine Seeks
Big Fish Weights

Fish From South Carolina Stock
Streams Of Puerto Rico

The Editor of South Carolina Wildlife has an apology to make.
Last summer he put a little story in
the magazine asking for public help
in establishing the top weights of
game fish caught in South Carolina.
The species were black bass, striped
bass, jackfish, bream, redbreast, yellow
perch, white bass, and crappie (white
and black). He asked for information
on fish over the following weights:
black bass, 14 pounds; striped bass,
40 pounds; bream and redbreast, two
pounds; crappie, five pounds. He also
asked the person sending in the information to give the name of the
catcher, the time and place the fish
was caught, the method used and,
if possible, a photograph.
Several kind anglers sent in information on big fish they had caught
or seen caught and we were all ready
to run an article in this issue. However, all the letters from the kind
anglers were somehow lost (we'll
blame it on the janitor).
Therefore, we'd appreciate it if the
kind anglers would again send in the
dope on the big fish they caught and
we'd also welcome information on
other big fish.
Meanwhile, the latest report is from
Arthur B. Green of Moncks Corner
who reports that in August 1953 he
caught a two-pound, seven-ounce
bream in the Ashepoo River, using a
popping bug. The fish was caught on
Sunday and not weighed until Monday.

Fish for the streams of Puerto Rico
may soon be leaving South Carolina
as a result of a visit by Puerto Rican
fisheries men interested in introducing new species of freshwater fish
into their country.
The visitors were: Donald S. Erdman, district biologist for Puerto Rico,
and Herbert Zaluondo, supervisor of
hatcheries. They were accompanied
on their field trips, which also included Georgia and North Carolina,
by Maurice Bryant, superintendent of
distribution for the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service in Atlanta.
The visitors collected and studied
fish from Santee-Cooper to the mountain streams of the Savannah drainage. They were particularly interested
in the striped bass and white catfish

---,SCWRC---

the reservoir since October. Not
much has been learned about menhaden as yet, but it is thought to be
the first record of this fish being
found in a fresh water lake.
Oh yes, are there sharks in SanteeCooper? Your guess is as good as
mine.

in Santee-Cooper and in redbreast.
They also collected specimens of the
Coosaw bass, a small cousin of the
smallmouth bass that seldom exceeds
a pound or so in weight and, stays
only in small, cold streams. It was
only recently learned that this fish
occurred in South Carolina, although
it is fairly common in streams flowing
into the TVA. The Coosaw bass were
collected on Rocky Fork, a tributary
of the Chauga river.
Black bass and bluegill bream were
stocked in Puerto Rican waters some
years ago.
---SCWRC---

Northem pike devour almost nine
million wild du ck s annually. The
legal bag is about nine million ducks
a year.

Individuals May Join Federation
Believing that there are numerous people in South Carolina, outside of
areas where there are local chapters, interested in conservation and proper
wildlife management who would b e interested in joining the SCWF, an application is printed below.
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP, SCWF.
( Anyone interested in the proper management of Wildlife and other natural
resources, man, woman or youth, is eligible for membership in the SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE FEDERATION, a private, non-political organization. Contributions are income tax deductible. State memberships, regular, $1.50, supportin g,
$5.00; sustaining, $10.00; Silver Star, $25.00; Gold Star, $50.00; Landgrave, $100.00.
If interested fill in and mail to the South Carolina Wildlife F ederation, Box 172,
Darlington, S. C.
Please consider this my application for membership in the South Carolina Wildlife F ederation in the class circled above.
Signed
Address

Fresh water clams spend the first
part of their lives as parasites of fishes.
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The w_o oden tunnel en tranc e_ on this wood duck nest ing box makes it practically pre dator-proof. Studies in the northeastern states indicate that wood du cks ex hibit
a decided preference for th,s type nesting box.

Nesting Boxes Help Wood Ducks Increase
By MAX CARPENTER

.

In the struggle to halt the decline
in population of the wood duck and
to restore this bird as much as possible to its former range, the management practice of supplying nesting
boxes has been used throughout eastern United States. The effort put
forth to s a v e this beautiful duck
seems to be paying dividends, at least
in Virginia, where the population is
slowly but steadily increasing each
year. It is now the most abundant
nesting duck in the state.
Forty-five years ago in 1912, Edward H. Forbush, noted ornithologist,
first suggested putting up boxes for
wood ducks. Since then, thousands of
boxes of all makes and types have
been used, experimentally or otherwise, to furnish suitable nesting cavities. Of these thousands, there were
seven different types u s e d mainly,
with varying degrees of success. All
were developed with the aim of reducing nest p r e d a t i o n, as well as
building cost, and to increase their
durability and ease of construction.

6

Boxes made of wood slabs were
tried first because they were cheap to
build and looked similar to a natural
cavity. Experience showed, however,

that slab boxes rotted and fell apart
too soon. Nail kegs were tried in various parts of the country. They proved
fairly successful and were inexpensive to build. After World War II a
surplus of 30-caliber wooden ammunition boxes was utilized to good advantage. More recently 12-inch tile
sewer pipe, as well as 12-inch metal
stove pipe lined with celotex or car
undercoating, has been used to make
wood duck nesting boxes. The other
two types of boxes were modifications of the square wooden box made
of inch scrap lumber and have proven
the most satisfactory to date. Changes
were made in an attempt to produce
a predator-proof box, esp e c i a 11 y
against raccoons and squirrels, the
two main wood duck nest destroyers.
The cost of constructing these nest
boxes varies with each design, type
of lumber used and cost of labor. The
nail keg boxes are the cheapest, costing a maximum of 55¢ or 60¢ but are
not used readily by the ducks. The
most widely used are board boxes
which, if made from good lumber,
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE
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will cost around $3.50 each. Even
though it is more expensive, around
$5.00, the metal-pipe house is the
most "predator-pr oof" of those described. Light and durable, it is the
most valuable of the nest boxes or
houses yet devised for wood ducks.
To keep out predators, various constructions, such as sloping roofs,
metal sides and tin Haps on the top
and front of the boxes, have been
tried. The majority were unsuccessful
in preventing the animals from entering. The most effective guard, and
one that is acceptable to wood ducks,
has been tried extensively in the
northeastern states. It consists of a
four-sided, wooden tunnel (see illustration) 10 inches long with a 4-inch
opening fastened to the entrance
hole. Ducks have shown a decided
preference for boxes equipped with
tunnel guards.
Also new in wood duck nest-box
building is a slight change of inside
dimensions from 10xl0x24 to lOxlO
xl5, which makes a more shallow box.
What's new in erecting these boxes?
Use a 12-foot cedar post, drive it in
the mud at one end of your farm
pond, lake or marsh and nail the box
just above the highwater mark. The
boxes in this loGation are readily
found by the woodies, and predators
can't easily reach them.
Don't forget to put two or three
inches of sawdust or shavings in the

Federation News
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A piece of 12-inch metal stove pipe is suitable for
a wood duck nesting box. Care must be taken to
insulate this box properly. Since the metal conducts
heat rapidly, it must be lined with celotex or car
undercoating, and shavings or sawdust should be
placed in the bottom .

bottom as hen woodies do not carry
material into their cavities for nest
building. The construction of nest
boxes makes a good project during
the cold winter months; but get your
boxes up early as these ducks start
to nest in March.
-Reprinted from Virginia Wildlife.

Fall Fishing Good In Santee
Everyone knows that fall fishing is
good in Santee-Coop er and apparently it's getting better every year.
The following table prepared by
Project Leader Bob Stevens shows
the October-De cember catch for the

past three years as revealed by the
creel census, estimated to represent
less than 10 per cent of the anglers
on the lakes. To get an approximate
idea of the total catch in the lake
just multiply the catch figures by 10.
1954

Species
Striped Bass
Largemouth Bass
Bream
Crappie
Yellow Perch
Chain Pickerel
Catfish
Total Fish Caught
Number of Successful Fishermen
Average Catch Per Man

VoL. 4,
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Number
2,294
1,004
125
4,415
40
93
700
8,671
3,254
2.7

1955
Number
5,124
759
158
8,332
3
56
148
14,580
3,788
3.8

1956
Number
8,150
971
100
7,908
2
30
634
17,795
4,291
4.1

The Greenville chapter's annual fishing contest provides that
t0 enter a fish the member must
have paid up 30 days prior to the
date of catching the fish.
The 1956 winners were: Black
bass, 7 lb., 9 oz., 0. M. Spearman; second, 6 lb., 11 oz., Arthur
Jones; third, 5 lb., 8 oz., Goode
Bryan.
Gaston Stanley won the trout
prize with a 17-inch rainbow
weighing 1 lb., 7 oz.
Members of the Greenville
chapter contribute d $53.28 to
the Clemson Game Club to help
bear the costs of feeding waterfowl on Lake Issaqueena . The
waterfowl population has been
building up for the past several
years.
Dan T. McKeithan, executive secretary of the Federation, attended the
National Wildlife Federation convention in Washington early in March
and termed it a most successful and
interesting meeting.
He has also visited a number of
chapters over the state in recent
weeks, including Sumter, Elloree, St.
Matthews, North, Orangeburg , Holly
Hill, Summerton, Kingstree, Clinton,
Greenville, C l e m s o n, Anderson,
Seneca and Pickens.
The Richland chapter, in cooperation with the Department , held a
public fishing forum April 9, attended
by over 100 anglers.
The panel was composed of Jeff
Fuller, the Department 's chief of fisheries; Ed Fitchett, Jr., of Hartsville,
fishing columnist; Carl S. Williamson
of Orangeburg , tackle manufacture r;
Billy Efird of the Shakespeare company in Columbia, and Eddie Finlay,
Commission secretary.
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Farm Ponds Offer Fine Fishing To Many
By JAMES H. BLORE

.

What would be your reaction if you
were invited to fish a virgin lakea lake that had never known the
swish of a tapered leader or the plunk
of a bass plug? You might think of
the Canadian wilderness, or maybe
a day's trek through the High Sierras.
You would not think of a spot just
one mile away from heavily-travele d
U. S. 25 in the heart of the industrial
Piedmont section of South Carolina;
but right there is the virgin lake I
fished last fall.
Why wasn't this lake fished before?
Because two years ago the lake did
not exist. It's one of the thousands
of man-made lakes-or ponds-that
now dot the South Carolina landscape
-around 15,000 at the last estimate.
All one requires for his private
fishing lake is a few acres of land
and a running stream, or some
springs. A few hours' work with a
bulldozer throws up a dam that impounds thousands of gallons of water
to help flood control and provide
water for irrigation of live stock. And
the lake, if stocked correctly, will
provide hours of pleasant recreation
and an abundant supply of tasty fish.
Let's take this lake of my friend,
Ron. It was built primarily to provide
irrigation for his nursery stock but a
few weeks after it had filled it was
stocked with 3,000 blue gill bream,
1,000 to the acre. The following
spring 300 'largemouth bass were introduced.
And one afternoon, only eight
months after the bass had been stocked, Ron and I decided to see how the
fish were growing. We started fishing
at the edge of the dam, where ripples
indicated that several fish were feeding on insects. Knowing that the fish
could not be large, I tied the smallest
fly in my box to the end of a twopound test leader.
The first cast produced a strike but
I failed to set the hook. On the second cast I connected, the seesawing

8

Scrappy little bream like this may be caught the
second summer after a pond is stocked . Bream are
stocked in th e fall and winter.

fight that followed feeling like a
miniature fox terrier shaking a rat on
the end of a leash. Only one fish puts
up a fight like that-a bluegill. Sure
enough, he was soon on the bank,
a fat little five-incher.
Twelve more casts produced six
more bluegills, all about the same
size. But where were the bass? I
switched to a small metal lure, and
on the first cast hooked another bluegill.
We moved around the lake, changing flies and lures and fishing the
shallow parts, but no luck. The first
bass that hit was a fluke . We had
reached the head of the lake where
the stream that fed it flowed between
several half-submerged bushes. To
get a cast close to the bushes, which
looked like a natural haven for bass,
I was too anxious and ravelled the
line around the rod tip. When the
line was untangled I started to reel
it in and was surprised to see the
end disappearing into the bushes.
I knew this was no bream, since I
was using a yellow bucktail with No.
5 hook and the bream we had been
catching could not get that size hook
in their mouths; and this baby was
hooked solid. Besides, there were no
rat-terrier tactics, just a straight
steady pull. That is, until I put some
pressure on him to keep him out of

the bushes. Then he came out of the
water.
It was difficult to believe that this
small charge of dynamite bending my
old flyrod was still a baby fish. Before
I got him to the bank he tried that
old favorite trick of southern largemouths, standing on his tail and trying to shake the hook, just like a twoor three-pounder. But the hook held
firmly and I lifted him out gently and
measured him.
He was 9¼ inches long, although
he had been less than two inches
long when placed in the lake eight
months before. This amazing growth
-close to 500 per cent-is not unusual in lakes with an abundant supply of food, particularly the managed
and fertilized ones.
Remembering the trick that caught
the little bass, I tried a similar tactic,
one that you can perhaps use to your
own advantage. Cast a yellow bucktail as far out in the lake as you can
and let it sink. Upon nearing the
bottom the line will twitch if an
interested bass is around. Set the
hook immediately. If the hook doesn't
connect, let the fly sink again. If
another twitch doesn't occur pull the
fly forward about six inches, very
slowly.
The secret is to keep the fly near
the bottom. Of course, you'll lose
some flies but what's a 35-cent fly to
a few nice bass?
Using this method we caught eight
bass in 15 minutes, all around the
size of the first and all within a 10yard area.
This was fairly typical fishing in
a well-planned, well-fertilized and
properly stocked lake.
Some owners of these man-made
lakes charge a fee to provide a little
extra income, while others are regular
commercial enterprises with refreshment stands and electric lights for
night fishing. Due to the heavy fishing pressure the latter type of ponds
can not depend upon natural reproduction to provide good fishing and
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

must stock their ponds with adult
fish. Since it is illegal to sell game
fish in the State, these ponds must
buy or haul in non-game fish such
as carp and catfish.
For an initial stocking, a pondowner can get his bass and bream,
the two recommended species, from
either the S. C. Wildlife Resources
Department or the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. It's a good idea to
contact your county agent and he can
tell you the procedure to follow.
For a heavily fertilized pond, 1,000

A good balance and a plentiful food supply gave
this little bass excellent growth, nine and one-half
inches in eigh t months after stocking.

bream and 100 bass per acre are recommended. If the pond is not fertilized fewer fish are stocked.

Insufficient fertilizing, which promotes weed growth without helping
the fish, is often worse than no fertilizing. If you decide to fertilize your
pond do it right and follow the advise
of someone who knows. Apply the
fertilizer-8-8-4 and 20-20-5 are good
mixtures-about 100 pounds to the
acre, keeping this up until a "bloom"
develops, meaning a bright object can
be seen about one foot below the
surface. The fertilizer increases the
growth of minute plants and animals,
upon which the small fish feed .

New Species Of Bass Discovered In State
.

subspecies of the back bass. It is pria fish of small upland streams,
marily
South Carolina has a new bass, or
adapted to streams too
particularly
rather a bass that has probably lived
water fish and genwarm
for
cold
in our upland streams for some time
for trout. Generally
warm
too
erally
has been discovered and officially
suited for ponds,
not
is
it
speaking,
identified. The new bass is the Coosa
satisfy the pond
to
small
too
being
or redeye bass, a small-size cousin of
to compete
unable
and
s,
er
n
w
o
the black bass.
or to supcompetitors
other
against
The first officially identified specipopulations.
sunfish
the
press
men was collected on November 13,
The growth rate of the redeye bass
1956, in Oconee County by reprevery slow. On an average a tenis
sentatives of the Wildlife Resources
redeye bass grows one inch
year-old
Department and the U. S. Fish and
growth being greatest
with
year,
a
Wildlife Service, along with fisheries
Although the rate of
year.
first
the
men from Puerto Rico. The Puerto
than that of other
slower
is
growth
Ricans were in South Carolina to
life is the same.
of
span
the
basses,
study and obtain fish suitable for
study of its
comprehensive
No
stocking in Puerto Rico.
made but
been
has
habits
feeding
The Coosa bass is found in other
of the
surface
the
from
taken
insects
southeastern states and is particularly
common
most
the
be
to
appear
water
abundant in Tennessee. John Parsons
of the Tennessee Game and Fish food.
The propagation of redeye bass in
Commission has made a detailed
study of the fish and most of the in- hatcheries has met with variable sucformation in this article is based on cess. Generally speaking, enough fish
his publication, "Growth and Habits can be raised in hatcheries for introductory stocking in streams, but no
of the Redeye Bass."
"A beautiful fish in every respect, technique has been advised for rethe redeye bass has color characteris- producing them consistently in large
tics not found in other basses. The numbers.
The redeye bass spawns in May,
eyes and fins are a brick red, and the
deep bronze back changes to a June and early July, using nests
greenish or purplish cast, depending similar to the smallmouth-shallow
depressions in coarse gravel in the
uopn the habitat."
It strongly resembles the small- eddy water of pools.
The fish is considered by most fishmouth bass, although more closely
related to the spotted bass, another ermen to be a desirable addition to
By JEFFERSON C. FULLER , JR.
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the creel, despite its small size. It is
scrappy, colorful and highly palatable.
They can be taken with artificial lures
in the larger streams but are wary
and difficult to catch in smaller
streams, where live bait seems to
work the best.
The Wildlife Resources Department plans to obtain further information on the life history of this fish
in South Carolina waters. Although
the Department is now stocking some
of the mountain streams with smallmouth bass, it is possible the stocking
of redeyes would also be of advantage. It now appears that the
smaller streams would provide better
fishing if stocked with redeyes and
the larger streams if stocked with
smallmouths.
---SCWRC---

Now available for grownups is a
helpful booklet, "What Every Parent
Should Know When a Boy or Girl
Wants a Gun," according to the Wildlife Management Institute.
The new eight-page, two-color
booklet, prepared in conjunction with
a nationaly known gun editor, provides the answers to 15 questions
asked most frequently about youngsters and firearms.
Free copies of the booklet are
available upon written request from
the Sportsmen's Service Bureau, 250
East 43rd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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Birds are as much a part of the balanced garden as
flowers. You can attract and hold birds by plantings
that create cover, shelter and nesting sites, and also
furnish food. A bird bath or pool also attracts birds.

With the disappearance of big trees and their
natural cavities and abandoned holes of pileated
woodpeckers, the wood duck is up against a housing
shortage. You can help by putting up boxes like
those on page 6.

Farm ponds, besides furnishing fishing and drinking
places for livestock, can attract waterfowl and other
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The osprey, locally known as fish hawk or fish eagle,
builds a bulky nest to which it returns year after
year, nesting in April. The great horne d o wl, which
nests in winter, sometimes uses an osprey nest, as

The kingfisher, a gaudy bird of our streams and
po nds, bui lds its nest deep in the earth of a stream
bank or cut. At the end of a tunnel a larger chamber
is dug out to hold from six to 14 eggs.

on the front cover.

Guarding Our Wildlife Is Responsibility Of Everyone
..,..

The dams of the industrious beaver, in regions ·where

they are plentiful, do much to control floods.
Heavy trapping wiped out the beaver in South
Carolina over 100 years ago but some have now been
restocked .

Wildlife is an important part of our
national heritage. Since it is shared
by each of us, we must all shoulder
the responsibility of guarding and
protecting it.
Good living space for wildlifewith the right combinations of food,
cover and protection from enemies
-is constantly shrinking. If future
generations are to have the chance to
enjoy wildlife, we must protect and
preserve nature's living places.
Among the things that can be done,
by individuals and by groups, are:

brushpile

in

cover or

near the

edge

of

some

' woods furnishes a home for rabbits 1and small birds,
Burning a brushpile means that there s that much less
cover for the rabbits, valuable game of the farm.
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-how they can manage their lands
without destroying wildlife areas.
Encourage citizen groups-conservation and sportsmen's clubs, youth
organizations, etc.-to carry out
wildlife improvement projects in the
field.
Get behind programs of state and
federal conservation agencies. They
need your help to stop wasteful destruction of natural habitats.
Recognize and support sound policies for using our lands and waters

to insure protection and improvement
of wildlife habitats.
Protect and defend our state, federal and private sanctuaries, refuges,
parks, forests, wilderness areas and
management areas.
Make it your business to find out
if your state's waters are protected
against pollution. Fight to keep them
clean and useful for wildlife and
healthful recreation.
Support the efforts of private conservation organizations.

Photos of 19 57 N ational Wildlife Federation Conservation Sta mps

Barn

A

Start educational campaigns in
your neighborhood and community.
Interest your leaders and your civic
groups in saving and improving wildlife areas.
Encourage and support research on
wildlife and its living areas. Every
habitat improvement program should
be based on plans developed through
careful research.
Show the people who are using the
land-the farmers, lumbermen, home
builders, engineers and industrialists

ow ls destroy many rats and

mice and

are

a

real 1frie nd of the farmer . Often called • 'monkey-face

owl ' , they nest in barns, as well as in tree cavities
and caves.

Ove r 100 million acres of wetland have been drained
in the United St at es for agriculture, meaning that
much less land for the production of waterfowl.
Restoration of marshlands can greatly increase the
nijm ~&rl pf ducks and geese .

Hedgerows and brushy fence-lines are favo ri te feeding and resting places for quail and other small
game . Food plantings near hedgerows help to support
and attract small game and birds,

The stickle back, not native to South Carolina, is one
of America's most interesting fish. Th e two and
one-half inc h long male builds an elaborate nest,
in whic h the female lays several hundred eggs,
wh ich are guarded by the male.

Raccoons are found over most of the United States

and a cavity in a large tree is their favorite home .
A den tree such as shown in this picture should not

be cut down .

Charleston Poster Contest Draws Interest

.

A wildlife poster contest sponsored
by the Charleston County Chapter of
the National Wildlife Federation in
the Charleston County schools was
declared an outstanding success by
Dr. R. W. Hanckel, president of the
club. The contest was designed to call
attention to National Wildlife Week
which is sponsored by the National
Wildlife Federation and observed
throughout the nation. It was suggested at an open chapter meeting by
Miss Mabel Politzer and immediately
adopted as a club project.
The theme of homes for wildlife
teaches that each different species of
bird, fish and animal requires its own
specific homesite or cover, and if we
are to retain our rich abundance of
wildlife, it will be necessary for us
to see that suitable and ample habitat is provided.
T elevision Station WUSN-TV generously provided publicity as well as
additional prize money to insure the
success of the contest. More than 80
Charleston County school children
submitted drawings in competition
for the prize money totalling thirtyeight dollars.
Winning posters were selected by
the staff members of the Charleston
Museum and were televised on the

Drayton Hastie of WUSN-TV exhibits one of the 80
drawings submitted in the contest.
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This water color painting of two raccoons won first prize for Terry Kennerty, a senior at Charleston High,

in the wildlife poster contest sponsored by the Charleston Chapter of the Wildlife Federation.

WUSN-TV sport program, "Afloat
and Afield", by Drayton Hastie.
First prize was awarded to a watercolor painting of two raccoons and
their den tree, by Terry Kennerty, a
senior at Charleston High. The two
second prizes went to Sara Thomas
of the Easter Seal Orthopedic School
and Bethea Williams of Rivers High
School. The eighteen third prize winners included, Fred Hoffman, Suzanne Stackhouse, John Martz, Paul
West, Jr., Amy Ruth Canty, Theodora
H endrix, Gale Lewis, David Hatchell,
David Yates, Karen Lindsay, Harriet
Nelson, Joanne Trotter, Helen Rowell, Bertie Callweng, Jane Hass, Palmer King, Cynthia Chapman and Dianne Dorman.
Prizes were presented to the contest winners at the April meeting of
the chapter by Gordon H. Brown, information assistant of the S. C. Wildlife Resources Department.
All paintings were placed on exhibition at the Charleston Museum for
two weeks.

Bartow Culp, secretary of the
chapter, said that the project proved
to be so popular that plans are already being made to repeat it next
year with the theme again to coincide with the theme selected for
Wildlife Week by the National Wildlife Federation.
---SCWRC---

Our Address?
Uncle Sam's boys in the Post Office
Department, certainly those in Columbia, must be mindreaders. For
instance, during the past couple of
weeks, we've received letters addressed as follows:
South Carolina S ta t e Wildlife,
State Shell and Fish Commission,
State Wildlife Department, S ta t e
Wildlife Conservation, S. C. Wildlife
Association, State Fish and Wildlife
Service, S. C. Wildlife Facilities, National Wildlife Association, S. C.
Wildlife Research Department.
Also delivered was one addressed
merely Conservation, Columbia, S. C.
and another Wildlife, Columbia, S. C.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

Common Sense In Wildlife Management
The management or husbandry of
wildlife resources deals with two major problems; one is the production
or growing of wildlife, the other is
the rationing and use of the surplus
of each annual crop.
Our success with the second problem depends on how well we understand the first one. If we know how
much wildlife is produced we can
tell how much to use. If we know
how to increase wildlife, we shall be
able to use more.
Production of wildlife is governed
by natural laws, as distinguished from
the man-made laws which govern the
use of or taking of wildlife. Natural
laws are fixed and unchangeable-enforced by such basic facts as birth
and death and the need of living
things for food, water, and shelter.
We cannot remake natural laws to
suit ourselves; all we can do is to
understand them and work w i t h
them. To work against them brings
certain failure.
Understanding the laws of nature
requires study and thinking. To hunters and fishermen and others interested in wild creatures, however, it
is an easy and pleasant study, as siinple and logical as everyday arithmetic.
As in arithmetic, we can start with
something we know and go on from
there.
One of the first simple things we
know is that there is wildlife. It is
here naturally; we did not "produce"
or make it.
The next fact is that wildlife, like
all life, must eat, drink, and find shelter in order to live. It must find a
place to raise young. Wherever you
find any species of wildlife, you know
it is finding the kind of food, water,
and home that it needs. Otherwise, it
wouldn't be there.
Only the wild creatures that find
enough of the right kind of food,
cover, and water will live. The rest
must either starve, because they cannot eat, be killed because they cannot hide, or they will die off because
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they cannot raise enough young to
replace their losses. These are natural
laws.
These natural laws are the basis for
one of the important principles of
wildlife management. This principle
is called carrying capacity.
Carrying capacity is the amount of
birds, rabbits or other wildlife which
any piece of land can s u p p o r t or
"carry" at one time. The amount and
quality of the food, cover, and water
which determine carrying capacity
are, in turn, determined by ( 1 ) the
kind of soil and its fertility, and ( 2)
the way the land is used.
Fertility is the richness of the soilthe kinds and amounts of food elements, like iron and calcium and nitrogen contained in the soil in forms
that can be used, first by plants and,
in turn, by animals. If there isn't
enough lime or phosphorus in the soil
to grow bones and teeth and to make
good blood, the wild animals that live
there will be few and unhealthy. The
same is true of domestic animals. If
there aren't enough vitamins forthcoming from the soil, the animals will
be diseased and will fail to b e a r
enough healthy young.
The best land use is that which
produces the greatest benefit for the
p e o p 1 e while conserving the soil.
Some land may be used chiefly for
grain while other land, which cannot
be cultivated without erosion, must
be kept in pasture or meadow. Still
other land, unsuited either for cultivation or grazing, will grow valuable
timber.
The pattern of land use must be
greatly varied-a tract here in cultivation, a strip there in grass, a hillside or waterway in trees. Wildlife,
and the recreation, food and fur, it
yields, may be a valuable by-product.
We Americans have made maqy mistakes of land use. We have overcropped our fields, overgrazed our
pastures, overcut our timber, wasted

our soil, silted and p o 11 u t e d our
streams, destroyed the homes of wildlife.
Fortunately, soil fertility can be
built up or conserved, and land use
can be changed for a better balance
with nature. Doing this is profitable
to the farmer and beneficial to his
domestic stock, and it helps wildlife
by increasing the carrying capacity
of the land for it. Therefore, carrying
capacity for wildlife can be increased
by the same methods which help the
farmer improve his land and. crops.
Good wildlife management must be
based on good land use.
The fact that carrying capacity can
be increased wouldn't mean much if
it were not for another natural law.
This law is the power of wild creatures to produce young in numbers
far greater than needed to keep up
the population level, if all of them
lived. One quail hen will lay an average of 14 eggs; if all should hatch and
the young should live and reproduce
at the same rate for five years, the
total number of quail resulting from
this one bird would be 65,536.
Actually, under present conditions,
nowhere near that production is obtained. Some of the hens die; many,
many young are lost between the egg
and the gun. By fall, there is an average of eight young left to each surviving pair. Missouri hunters bag around
two million quail in an average year.
Imagine how much better hunting
would be, if more hens were saved
and if more of the young they hatch
would survive to maturity.
That increase in number of hens
and young, and the better hunting
that would result, can be secured by
improving the carrying capacity of
the range during the nesting and
r e a r in g season. Specifically, this
means increasing the amounts and
quality of food, cover, and water
which, according to the natural laws,
determine how many young quail
(Continued on page 20)
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Awards Offered
For Two Wardens
Two outstanding game wardens
will be presented with awards at the
fall meeting of the S. C. Wildlife Federation, it was announced by President Alex M. Quattlebaum.
Details will be announced later but
the awards will be based upon law
enforcement record, interest in conservation practices, work with youth
and conservation groups, cooperation
with wildlife and fisheries manageSuperv,sors line up with Chief of Law Enforcement W. C. CHANDLER, a trained firearms instructor. Left to
ment projects, relations with the pubright FREDDIE McKERLEY, Williston; A. M. GREGG, Florence; CLYDE ROSS, Greenville; A. M. FLOOD, JR.,
lic, etc.
Mon~ks Corner; and LONNIE C. BUNDRICK, West Columbia .
Present plans call for supervisors to
The violation occurred in April,
nominate wardens from their districts
1956, but an earlier trial resulted in
with a special committee studying the
a
mistrial. All three entered guilty
The honesty and sportsmanship renominations and selecting the winward for 1957 goes to James Lybrand, pleas as the second trial.
ners .
----:SCWRC--Jr., of Greensboro, N. C.
---SCWRC--Director A. A. Richardson received
Most fish don't reach a standard
Forest and wood fires annually dethe following letter from Mr. Ly- size in adulthood, but continue to stroy enough timber to make 5,700,brand:
000 tons of newsprint.
grow throughout their lives.
"On a hunting trip into South Carolina last week, I was told that ownership of any property in the state entitled me to hunt with a regular license.
"After returning and reading the
regulations more closely, I find that
the status is governed by residency,
and that I should have bought a
$15.25 non-resident license. Accordingly I am enclosing check for $12.15
in payment of the difference.

A Real Sportsman

.

"Yours very truly,
"Jas. Lybrand, Jr.,"
---SCWRC----

Three men charged with dynamiting fish in the Big Pee Dee were
given sentence of $75 or three months
in General Sessions court.
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Wardens E. J. LONG and MENDEL BOOZER show some ol the traps confiscated on a recent raid in
Lake Murray.

SovTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

Paul Wallace Lake Dedicated In Marlboro
Paul Wallace Lake, named in honor
of the Marlboro county senator who
devoted so much of his time and
efforts to planning and completion of
the fishing-waterfowl project, was
formally dedicated April 2 with legislators, state officials and other interested persons present for the
ceremonies.
A barbecue lunch was served to
over 200 persons on Jacks Island in
the middle of the lake, the visitors
being ferried over to the island by
motor boats.
Following an invocation by the
Rev. Clyde Quick, the visitors were
welcomed by Senator Wallace, who
outlined the building of the project
and paid tribute to the various agencies and individuals who had cooperated.
B. M. Edwards, chairman of the
board of the South Carolina National
Bank and a former resident of Bennettsville, acted as master of ceremonies and introduced Lieutenant
Governor Ernest F. Hollings. The
lieutenant governor mentioned the
high regard in which Senator Wallace
was held by his colleagues, adding
that his foresight has created something of great importance to the
future industrial development of the
area, since industrialists prefer areas
with recreational facilities.
Chairman George Warren of the
Wildlife Resources Commission also
paid tribute to Senator Wallace's efforts and presented the plaque that
will be erected at the lake.
The overall lake project embraces
1,000 acres of land, with the 300-acre
main lake the largest fertilized and
fully managed lake in the nation. A
50-acre lake will be devoted to swimming and 75 acres above the lake
intake will be developed for waterfowl. Present plans call for a goose
decoy pen and pasture for wild geese,
as well as some feeding to attract and
hold ducks.
The lake was constructed as joint
VoL. 4, No. 2-SPRING, 1957
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Shown at the dedication exercises at Paul Wallace Lake in Marlboro County are left to right : Senator PAU L
WALLACE, Assistant Directo r JAMES W . WEBB, and Chairman GEORGE WARREN of the Wildlife Resources
Commission .

fish-waterfowl project under federal
aid, with the county furnishing the
land, labor and some materials. Also

cooperating were the Highway Department, the Department of Education and local citizens.

Hunting Accidents

in gun casualties, 11 of them being
teen-agers.
Several states have passed laws
barring boys from hunting until they
have passed a course in gun safety.

Many states are becoming alarmed
over the high percentage of hunting
accidents involving boys and several
of them have passed or are considering legislation to reduce it.
Wyoming had 19 hunting casualties
last year with 11 involving boys under
18, while in Oregon 20 of the 31 gun
accidents were caused by hunters
under 19. Texas had 18 hunters killed

---SCWRC---

Baby cottontail rabbits are furcovered in seven days. Their eyes
open in six to nine and they squeal in
ten days. Their first ventures from
the nest occur at 12 days and they
leave permanently a few days later.
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The broom sedge in this abandoned field
numbers of rodents and predator animals .

is too thick to produce any wildlife food

but harbors large

Wildlife Species Occupy
Helpful Types Of Habit at
By LLOYD G. WEBB
Project Leader, Clemson Game
Management Area

.

limited to a very small area in which
they can survive.
The area in which any game animal
Have you ever planned a hunting or bird has survived
without the intrip believing that you could locate fluence
of man is referred to as the
the game you planned to hunt in a animal's native
range. These ranges
relatively short time, and then re- have often been
extended or reduced
turned home empty handed to won- by man.
der "why do certain game species
Where the game range was exinhabit certain types of areas?" The
tended, the only act of man involved
answer is simple-a species inhabits
was the introduction of the specific
the type of land that fits its needs for
game into another locality where the
survival, as an individual and as a
environment was found to be similar
species.
to that of the animal's native range .
Throughout the world certain kinds This was the case in the
introduction
of life live in specific types of habitat. of the ring-necked
pheasant from
For example, salt water fish would Asia into Europe and
North America.
find it difficult to survive in fresh Here in America the
habitat suitable
water, while fish of our fresh water for the survival of pheasants is limitstreams and ponds would not survive ed largely to certain northern and
in ocean waters. Yet, it is true that western parts of the United States
some fish can tolerate both fresh and and southern Canada. These widely
salt water conditions.
separated ranges may appear to have
The same is true of our upland very different h ab i ta t conditions.
game birds and animals. Each species Nevertheless, the environments were
occupies an environment that is help- similar enough to permit the introful to the continuation of its own duced pheasant to survive and multikind. Some game animals or birds ply in an entirely new range.
are tolerant to a wide diversity of
In most situations, however, where
conditions, and will occupy a rather the range of an animal is extended or
extensive range. Other animals are limited, the change in range is due
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to definite changes that occur within
the environment in which the animal
lives. Many of these changes are
natural and take place over a long
period of time. Others are caused by
man and can take place in a relatively
short time.
The latter was true of the American
buffalo, which almost completely disappeared with excessive hunting and
the timber clearing and domestic
cattle diseases that accompanied the
westward settlement of this country.
As man is a part of the environment
in which he lives, all of the factors
involved in the reduction of the
large buffalo herds can be attributed
to environmental changes.
It is with the changes in environment and its subsequent e:£fect on the
game populations that this article
deals. Webster's dictionary describes
environment as, "-the aggregate of
external and i n t e r n a 1 conditions
affecting the existence, growth and
welfare of organisms-". As these
conditions that affect an organism are
constantly changing, then the environment is in a state of continual
fluctuation.
The factors that influence the type
of environment in a given area are
often separated into three m a i n
groups. These are d~scribed as being
edaphic factors, climatic factors, and
biotic factors.
The edaphic factors include such
items as the soil texture, structure,
fertility, mineral composition and
drainage. Some of the more easily
recognized climatic factors are the
amounts of light, precipitation, humidity and the prevailing winds and
temperatures. Biotic factors include
the vegetation and other organisms
that are present within the specific
area.
The interaction of these and other
similar factors determine the type of
environment that will persist on an
area. Likewise, the environment present determines the kind and amount
of wildlife that can be produced on
the area.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

The modification of an environment
or habitat to make it more suitable
for certain game is the job of the
wildlife technicians. This not only
includes the changing of a specific
habitat, but also the maintenance of
the habitat in such condition as to
insure a continuous production of the
game concerned.
Since it is easily recognized that
edaphic and climatic factors can not
be substantially altered by man, the
changes in an environment to promote better game habitats must be
made from within that group of factors classed as being biotic. The control of predator animals, this being a
biotic factor that limits the production of the game concerned, is one
means of making a habitat more productive. However, as a general rule,
such practices are costly and so continuous that they can not b e applied
to large areas successfully.
Thus the game manager is concerned chiefly with creating and
maintaining a vegetative type of
habitat that is conducive to greater
production of game animals and
birds. Often an area can be managed
for several different animals or birds
if their required habitats are similar,
or a wide diversity of habitats are
present on the area.

Young pines begin taking over a broom sedge field, improving the habitat for wildlife . This condition is

very different from thickly planted pines that shade out all wildlife food and cover.

Experiments by the South Carolina
Wildlife Resources D epartment, as
well as other wildlife agencies, have
determined that certain types of
vegetative habitats are required for
various game species. Ideal conditions are seldom attained except on
small areas.
Our present economy requires that
large areas of land be used for the
primary purpose of producing timber
and farm commodities. In such use,
a large portion of the land area is
maintained in a condition that is not
usually helpful to the greatest production of game. Yet, on most every

farm and forested arreas, there are
small areas that could and should be
managed for their wildlife possibilities.
It is not our intent to make specific
recommendations for the management of various game species. Habitat
conditions and the primary purpose
for which land is being used varies
considerably from one locality to another. Each area should b e analysed
separately. Yet, a few points can b e
made to assist land owners in determining the type of habitat present
and how it can b e altered or maintained for better game production.
(Continued on page 18)

A HYPOTHETICAL CASE OF NATURAL SUCCESSION F ROM ABANDONED FIELD TO MATURE FOREST
AND THE A N I MALS THAT UTILIZE EACH STAGE

Stage 1
Approximate number of
years involved
Kinds of plants often found
on area.

1-5

Hypothetical Stages
I
Stage 3

Stage 2

---

Annual weeds and
grasses associated
with farming operations.

3-20

I

Broomsed ge
L egumes
Youn g Pines
Grasses

Stage 4

20-50

8-30

I

Young Pines
Young Hardwoods
Small Shrubs
Briars
Vines
I Grasses

Pines
Hardwoods
Small Shrubs
Few L egumes
Grasses

Rabbits
Quail

Rats
Rabbits
Foxes
Cats
Quail

D eer
Rabbits
Foxes
Quail

I

40-90 plus

I

I

I

I

I
Some animals that are
known to utilize these
stages.

Stag_e 5

Deer
Squirrels
Wild Turkeys
Quail
Foxes
Raccoons
Opossums
Rabbits

I

Mature and
Maturing Pines an d
H ardwoods.
Small Pines and
Hardwoods.
( Shrubs, vines, lei
umes, etc., whe1 e
openings exist.)
D eer
Wild Turkeys
Squirrels
Rabbits
Quail
Foxes
Raccoons
Opossums

Note: The transition from one stage to another is gradual, and as such would not show as a marked chan ge. Consequently, the types of
plants found and the kinds of animals that utilize the area for any period of time will vary.
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Wildlife Habitat
(Continued from page 17)

.

Let's consider, for example, a case
where a cultivated field has been
abandoned and will revert from open
farmland to a forested area. As the
land is left uncultivated for a long
period of time, different types of
vegetation will successively occupy
the area until eventually a mature
forest condition will be reached. As
each "successional stage" of vegetation occurs on the area, different
kinds of animals and birds will find
the area more acceptable. As the
plants that appear on the area during
each stage will vary in composition
from one locality to another, the
successional stages presented in the
Table are purely hypothetical. The information presented in this table is
merely an example from which certain points toward environmental control can be made.
From the above table it is apparent
that different types of vegetation will
encourage different kinds of animal
population. However, it should be
pointed out that any given animal
may utilize all stages of the succession. Such utilization would depend
a great deal on the environment that
surrounds the abandoned field. Also,
a specific animal may use the early
stages for feeding and use the same
area later for resting or roosting
cover. The fact that more different
animals use a specific successional
stage indicates that there are more
varied habitats present at that time,
yet, a greater population of most of
these animals may be obtained during
the earlier stages. Thus the vegetation
on the area can be maintained in a
stage that will be more favorable to
the greater production of the game
desired. Whether the area is needed
for supplying food, cover or both for
a certain wildlife species can be
determined only by studying the
surrounding environment.
In the hypothetical case outlined
in the table, rabbits will perhaps
realize the greater utilization from
the first and second stages. Later, as
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Legumes and grasses within thin broom sedge mak e good quail habitat, particularly with a maturing forest
in the backqround. The mixture of pines and hardwoods furnishes food for several species of wildlife .
( Photos by Webb .)

the brushy condition appears, rabbits
will confine their activities to the
edges or in openings within the center
of the area.
Quail may use the abandoned field
for a number of years provided the
broomsedge does not become too
thick. When this happens, the legumes, grasses, and certain weeds that
produce good quail feed will be
crowded out. Then utilization of the
area by quail for feeding purposes is
practically nil. At the same time, the
thick broomsedge tends to create an
environment that is favorable to large
populations of small rodents and the
predators that prey upon th e s e
smaller animals. As the broomsedge
is later choked out by briars or small
shrubs, quail will again make good
use of the old field area.
D eer will use the area a great deal
when the shrubs and small hardwoods are found on the area, and to
a lesser extent as the forest grows
toward maturity. The young shrubs
and hardwoods are consumed as
browse, while the older forest is important to deer in the production of
mast, as well as the supplying of a
certain amount of browse. Wild turkeys and squirrels will also find the

mast (nuts) produced by the maturing trees a good source of food.
As the forest reaches maturity,
there may be openings in the upper
canopy that will permit an understory of legumes, grasses, vines and
shrubs. These openings are created
by the dying of old trees or the removal of trees for sale. The control
of the understory then becomes a
problem for wildlife managers.
When mature forests are cleancut
in this region, the vegetation remaining on the land will probably consist
of small pines and hardwoods as well
as some shrubs, vines, etc. The successional stages, and wildlife habitats
created, thereafter will.more resemble
the last three stages shown in Table 1.
Thus the successional stages and
corresponding wildlife habitats within
our forested areas are continually
changing. The habitats created must
be managed for the better production
of our wild game.
The creation or maintenance of a
desired habitat can be accomplished
in many different ways, provided the
area concerned is suitable. Fire, when
used correctly, can be very effective
in eliminating undesirable shrubby
undergrowth and allowing the proSOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

duction of small annual legumes,
grasses, and weeds desirable for quail
and turkeys. The clearing out of
thick undergrowth is often advisable
for the production of wild turkeys.
Fire must be used in such a way and
in such localities that the upper story
of trees will not be destroyed, particularly mast-producing trees which
are very important to many wildlife
species.
Where fire can not be used advantageously, other means must be
used to control undesirable vegetation. Disking, although often costly,
will thin out or completely remove
the thick broomsedge. Spraying with
some herbicide or actually grubbing
out of the undesirable plants may be
advisable on small areas.
Openings within heavily forested
areas may be produced in a number
of ways. Perhaps the most costly, and
yet the most useful for such animals
as deer and turkeys, would be the

complete clearing of openings and
planting in some permanent sod such
as ladino or crimson clover . A simpler
method of clearing would be to girdle
or poison large trees that have little
commercial or wildlife value, and let
the opening be taken over by more
desirable undergrowth.
Farm game such as quail and rabbits can be helped considerably if
food or cover strips are established at
strategic locations or if a small
amount of the farm land is left untouched to provide brushy shelter and
some food through the winter months.
No definite recommendations can
be made that, when used, will create
a particuliar habitat throughout the
entire State. Each specific locality,
and in some cases, the smaller individual habitats, must be considered
independently. In this way wildlife
plans are worked out for specific
areas.

It is suggested that the existing
habitat be carefully studied before
starting a game management measure
that works well in another area. Practices that are helpful to certain game
in one area may prove useless when
applied elsewhere. They could possibly make conditions worse. Instead,
determine first if the area you are
interested in is short of food, cover,
or water at certain times of the year
for the game you wish to produce.
Then make corrections in the environment that will remove these '1imiting
factors".
Study the game itself that you kill
during the hunting season. Th,e contents of the crops or stomachs alone
may explain why the game was found
in a location some distance from the
spot you expected to find it. Then
compare carefully the habitats of the
two separate locations.
And always remember that habitats
that appear alike, never are the same.

Soil Bank

where land is planted to trees the
contract ranges from ten to 15 years.
The application of any of the numerous practices under Conservation
Reserve must be in accord with specifications established by the state
and county committees, and completed work will be subject to inspection for compliance by the county
committee.
For the first time in history farmers
and landowners are being offered incentive on a large scale to make land
improvements for wildlife. The incentive is in the form of payments for
prescribed practices which the owner
establishes on his land. In the past,
much time, effort, and money has
been spent by persons genuinely interested in the welfare of wildlife
without being compensated or materially assisted except by technical
assistance and planting stock from
State and Federal Agencies. Actual
cost in most instances is borne by
the individual. Here is an opportunity
for wildlife improvement, the full
realization and impact of which
might not be evident to the un-

initiated, but the next few years, as
more and more persons participate
in the Soil Bank, especially the Conservation Reserve Program, should
show a marked increase in wildlife
populations throughout the state. It
is expected that persons unable to
participate from the cost standpoint
but who are nevertheless interested
and otherwise willing will be in position to become a part of the increasing trend toward the conservation of
wildlife, soils, water and forests .

(Continued from page 2)

life; G-2 water and marsh management to benefit wildlife and fish, and
G-3 construction of darns and ponds
for fish.
By completing one or more of the
accepted Conservation Reserve practices the landowner is eligible to receive up to 80% of the actual cost to
him of putting the practice into operation. Remuneration varies with the
practices, but cannot exceed the 80%
stipulated by the act itself. However,
participating in the Conservation Reserve also brings the farmer or landowner an annual rental for the land
involved, in addition to the cost-sharing for initiating the practice.
As stated previously, participation
in the Acreage Reserve entails a oneyear agreement. The Conservation
Reserve agreement periods vary with
the type practice concerned. Lands
already with approved vegetative
cover require three to five year contracts. Where approved vegetative
cover is to be established, the contract period is five to ten years, and
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Upstate Stocking
Several upstate areas have been
stocked with deer and turkey since
January 1.
The releases included: 12 bucks
and 15 does and 11 gobblers and 17
hens on the Enoree district in Newberry and Laurens counties; 15 gobblers and 18 hens in the Stomp
Springs area of Union, Newberry and
Laurens counties; 11 gobblers and 11
hens on the Clemson Management
Area.
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Carolina Sports-Family Picnic
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In the spring a married man's fancy
turns to thoughts of going fishing and,
if he's lucky, his wife doesn't like fishing. If his wife likes fishing or if she
decides the children would like to go
fishing a family fishing trip is arranged-the poor husband forgetting
all the awful details of the last affair.
Of course, if he's a young father with
no experience he can't be blamed for
not knowing better.
A family fishing trip seems to be
a magnet for misfortunes. Normally
healthy children get carsick; normally
sweet children act like little devils;

normally nice wives decide it's a good
time for a recitation of their spouses'
shortcomings; and normally eventempered husbands go nuts. A nationwide check reveals that chances of a
flat tire or mechanical breakdown are
10 times greater than on any other
trip. A check with the weather bureau
shows that it rains on 79.3 p er cent of
all family fishing trips, while 18.7
per cent bring high winds or extreme
heat. On the two per cent of the
trips that have good weather the car
breaks down or one of the children
falls out on his head.

Some or all of the following misfortunes are bound to occur: the dog
gets in the lunch; the water jug was
left at home; one of the children picks
a bunch of poison ivy; one of the
children breaks an expensive rod or
drops it overboard; someone's hand
gets slammed in the car door; a hook
gets stuck in somebody; mosquitoes,
gnats, sandflies and ants hold their
state conventions.
So far as I can learn, and certainly
from personal experience, no one h as
ever caught a fish on a family fishin g
trip.
-E. F .

Game Management

couldn't get th r o u g h the winter
anyway.
The wildlife conservation lesson in
all this is plain. People cannot produce
wildlife, only nature can do that. W e
can help nature only by understanding and abiding by its laws.
It would do no good, for example,
to raise 50,000 quail in hatcheries, or
twice that many and release them
where several million wild-hatched
birds perish every year b ecause they
cannot find adequate food, cover, and
water.
W e can increase wildlife by h elping nature increase the carrying capacity-by restoring soil fertility and

by wise fanning and forestry practices which will provide more and
b etter food, cover, and water for
wildlife and at the same time provide b etter living conditions for p eople and livestock.
Nature, through her amazing power
of reproduction, will stock the new
wildlife homes as fast as w e can p rovide them.

•
(Continued from page 13)

live and how many will die b efore
the hunting season.
Carrying capacity works in the
winter months, too, through the same
factors of food, cover and water.
These things grow scarcer and harder
to find as winter goes on, and, of
course, the number of birds gets less
and less in proportion, so that by
spring there are always fewer quail
than there were at the beginning of
the winter. For this reason, there is
nothing gained by not hunting; hunting is simply a means of taking, for a
useful purpose, some of the birds that
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W aterfowl won't nest in marshes
where too many turtles live. Skunks
keep turtle populations in check by
destroying their eggs.
Soun -1
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Cy, winner of the Richland County Bird Dog Trials, holds steady on a planted quail as owner Ben Cogburn
gets the attention of the judges.
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DON~..T LE·T YOUR FARM POND
BE A DEATH TRAP
PREVENT TRAGEDY BY EXERCISING CAUTION
1.

POOHIBIT UNSUPERVISED SWIMMING OR BOATING
Children should not be permitted ? ear the pond without adult sup e rvi sion .

2.

PLACE SIMPLE RESCUE DEVICES AT INTERVALS AROUND TIIE POND
Ring buoy

Rope

3.

Reach i_ng po 1 e

LEARN V.HAT TO 00 IF AN ACCIDENT OCCURS
BOATING--Hang on to the overturn ed bo at-it float s

.

Training course s in first aid ,
swimming and life s aving
are available through your
l ocal Red Cross chapter .
SWIMMING--Start Artificial Re spiration i mmediately after rescue
if pe rson is not breathing.

1.

Pl ace hands

2.

Swin g f o rw ard

REPEAT 12 TIMES PER MINUTE

3.

Lift arms

